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Meeting Design and 
Facilitation
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What makes us unique

We align just the right resources to each engagement, bringing senior

consultants with 10-20+ years of experience to government, associations

and commercial organizations undergoing large transformational change.

The experts we staff allow us to put smaller, more effective teams in place

that get the work done smarter and better cultivate a deep understanding

of how our clients’ organizations function. 

Our specialized knowledge helps our clients to achieve:

• Digital transformation
• Customer experience
• Employee engagement and culture change
• IT modernization (cloud migration, DevOps, cybersecurity)
• Technology adoption
• IT program governance and maturity
• HR program and policy change
• Organizational restructuring
• Vision and strategy development and implementation

We help our clients set the direction and reach their destination. Often, they are undergoing complex business and technology
changes and need senior-level expertise to translate their vision into compelling messaging, clear priorities, cultural changes
and well-run projects. Our consultants work as if from the “Wheelhouse of a Tugboat.” Just as tugboats are small, powerful
vessels that maneuver much larger ships, our teams use their expertise to help our clients navigate around challenges, move
safely into open water, and shift into full power.

Woman-owned small business Founded in 2003
GSA PSS Contracts #: GS-10F-211AA, GS-00F-126DA  EIN #: 54-2116397 
DUNS #: 137298811
Primary NAICS Codes: 541611, 541613, 541618, 541990, 611430

11350 Random Hills Road, Suite 800
Fairfax, VA 22030
PHONE 202.430.6944
EMAIL contact@wheelhousegroup.com

In a recent Dun & Bradstreet Survey, 100% of our clients said they would recommend Wheelhouse Group to others.



Our Executive Leadership Team

The Method and The Magic: Every Leader’s Guide to Making Transformational Change Happen
by Laurie Axelrod and Beth McDonald

At some point, every leader is called upon to drive a complex change—from a new way of working
within a department to a game-changing, enterprise-wide project. Imagine it’s your turn. You
know that getting there requires people at all levels in the organization to see the value of this
change and get on board.

Our unique method for helping people embrace change and the magic that makes it happen is
outlined in our lively and actionable book – The Method and the Magic.

We frequently host book discussions, speak at industry conferences, and help teams establish a path
forward on their change initiatives. Contact us to help your team. www.methodandthemagic.com
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